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Homepage

Don’t have a password yet?
Ask a colleague of your school that already has an account.

Forgot your password?
Go to page 5, click on “Passwort vergessen?” and enter the email you used to sign up. 3

Click here to log in.



Login
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Enter your email 
address here.



Login
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Enter your password here.



Forgot your password?
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Enter your email address and hit 
“Absenden”. Then, follow the 

instructions of the mail in your inbox.



Student’s dashboard
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Here you can find 
all the subjects.

Clicking the logo will 
always bring you back to 

this overview. Click here to go to the 
teacher dashboard.

On your first visit we will show you 
suggestions. Later, your last viewed videos 

and subjects will be shown here.

Got a question? 
You can contact

 us here.



Lesson menu
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Here you can find all the 
different subjects and lessons.

Our content is divided
 in chapters.

Each chapter is divided 
in sub-chapters.

Click a sub-chapter to view 
the videos.



Watching a video and creating assignments
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Here are all the topics of the 
sub-chapter.

Create an assignment here.

Start the quiz here.

This is the video on 
the topic.

Change language and 
speed here.



Choosing a language
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Choose the language and subtitles 
here.



Quiz
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Choose a language.

This is how many tries 
you have left for this quiz.

Progress on 
your quiz.



Your settings
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Click here to open 
your settings.

Log out before leaving 
Binogi.de.



Teacher dashboard
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Hit “Akzeptieren” to confirm 
teachers and students that 

have signed up for your school 
on Binogi.

Hit “Ablehnen” to reject students 
who accidentally signed up as 

teachers or users who do not belong 
to your school.

Click here to go back to the student 
dashboard. You can watch the videos 

there.



Selecting assignments
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Create an assignment.

Select all assignments created 
by me. Uncheck the box to see 
all assignments made by other 

teachers of your school

Most recent assignment 
with deadline.



Creating assignments
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Search for a topic you want to 
create an assignments on.

Choose an entire class for
 your assignments.

Add specific students to 
your assignments or only 

have a few specific students 
get your assignment.

Name the assignment and 
add a deadline.

Hit “Speichern” once all required 
inputs have been made to set 

the assignment live.



Checking completion status of assignments

Here you can see how many 
students have completed 

your assignment.

Here you can see statistics 
on your assignment. E.g. 

which question was hardest 
for your students.
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Edit or delete assignments.

Choose an assignment.



Checking completion status of your assignments

Which questions were 
the hardest? Does 

your class need some 
more time on that?

Here you can see a 
detailed overview of 

your students.
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The hardest questions 
will be shown here in 

ascending order.



Student account maintenance

Filter by classes.

Select a student. You can 
also select several student at 
once and perform an action.

Search for a student.
Edit student data or 

delete them.
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Move a student to a different 
class (new school year) or set 

a new password.



Teacher account maintenance

This is a list of all 
teachers of your school.

Filter by name or 
email address.
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